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ABSTRACT

n*flfac4ICDIN2nfFSl gene encodes two structurally different pro
teins: a cyclin-dcpendent kinase inhibitor called pl6INK4u,which regulates

retinohlastoma protein-dependent G, arrest, and a cell cycle inhibitor
designated |il')U!l. which arrests cell growth in C,-S and also in G2-M.
Whereas inactivation of pI6INK4"has been described as a frequent event
in lung cancer, the current function of pl9Ai" is still poorly understood.
We have examined the expression of the human pl9AR*(hpl9AKt ) protein

in a large series of lung cancers using immunohistochemistry and showed
that the protein was more frequently lost in high-grade neuroendocrine
(NE) lung tumors (large cell NK carcinoma and small cell lung carcinoma;
51 of 78, 65%) than it was in non-small cell lung cancer (25 of 101, 25%).
No deleterious mutation was found in exons iÃŸand 2 of hpl9XRh in those

NK tumors with negative immunoreactivity, and a ÃŸtranscript was de
tected in the majority of them. Concomitant absence of hpl'iu" and

retinohlastoma proteins was frequently detected in high-grade NE lung
tumors, whereas no relationship could be found between the status of
hpl9xl" and p53 proteins in those tumors. These results are consistent
with an alternative growth suppressor function for hpl9A1" in NE lung
cancer that is distinct from that of pl6INK4". Moreover, the frequent
uncoupling between the /Â¡transcript and the li|il'<vul protein suggests a

novel mechanism of inactivation at the translational level.

INTRODUCTION

The pl6INK4ICDKN2IMTSÃŒgene, located on chromosomal region

9p2l. is involved in the negative control of cell cycle proliferation by
means of two alternative transcripts that encode two structurally
different proteins. The first transcript, designated a. encodes the
CDK4 inhibitor pi6INK4-', which specifically inhibits the so-called GI

cyclin-dcpendent kinuses, CDK4 and CDK6 ( 1). The second tran

script, referred to as ÃŸ.is generated through an alternative splicing
process that replaces the first exon of the a transcript with exon IÃŸ.
located > 15 kb upstream of exon 1a and close to the second exon of
the pi5INK4h gene, another CDK4/6 inhibitor that is also located in

9p21 (2-5). In a very unusual fashion, the ÃŸtranscript, although it

shares its two last exons with the a transcript, contains an ORF that
is totally unrelated to that of pl6INK4" because of a one nucleotide
shift in the ORF encoding pl6INK4 (6). Yet. despite its unrelated
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structure, the pl9ARh protein generated by the new ORF has been

shown to also act as a cell cycle inhibitor because transient expression
of a ÃŸcDNA stops cell growth in G,-S and also G2-M (5, 7). The
mechanism responsible for this growth-inhibitory property is cur

rently unknown.
Several observations fully implicate pl61NK4a in the genesis/devel

opment of a number of tumors. In particular, mutations eliminating
the interaction of the protein with CDK4/6 are frequently observed in
melanomas, including familial types (8). and head and neck squamous
carcinomas (9). Homozygous deletions of the locus are a common
event in a large variety of tumors, including lung tumors, mesotheli-
omas. high-grade gliomas. nasopharyngeal carcinomas (10-12). and.

above all. acute lymphoblastic leukemias (13. 14). Inactivation of the
gene can also result from loss of heterozygosity of the locus, the
remaining alÃelebeing a target for mutations that result in a truncated
or a nonfunctional protein. Alternatively, methylation of the a pro
moter has been frequently shown to silence the gene in many primary
tumors, including NSCLCs. colon carcinomas, and breast carcinomas
(15-17). As a whole, these features provide strong evidence that
p!6INK4" plays a critical role in various oncogenic processes. In

addition, the functional cell growth inhibition of the gene plus the fact
that transfection of a piÃ³'"*4" full-length cDNA in pl6-/- cell lines
results in marked growth inhibition support the notion that piÃ³"*1*'4"

has a tumor suppressor gene status. However, since the time of its
discovery, significant proportions of 9p21-linked tumor types have
been reported not to exhibit any obvious pl6INK4 abnormality. For

example, in melanoma-prone families with evidence of linkage of the

tumor susceptibility trait to 9p21, no mutation has been reported to
segregate with the disease (18). raising the possibility that another
gene located in the same region is implicated in the process. In view
of its capacity to induce cell cycle arrest in cell lines. pl9ARF (and also
p!5INK4h) is likely to be a good candidate (5. 7). In the murine pl9ARH

protein, the inhibitory capacity has been shown to be contained in the
part of the protein that is encoded by exon IÃŸ(19). New recently
published data give credit to this assumption. First, the ablation of the
only exon IÃŸin mice results in increased tumor development (20).
Moreover, embryonic fibroblasts of pl9AK'-null mice grown in cul

ture fail to undergo senescence and become immortalized, consistent
with a role for pl9ARH in the senescence process. Although these data

argue convincingly in favor of a bona fide tumor suppressor gene
status, no evidence has thus far been reported implicating pl9AR1" in

human malignancies. For example, no exon IÃŸmutation has been
detected in a variety of human tumors (4. 21), and those found in the
exon 2 part common to both proteins do not appear to be deleterious
for pl9ARH activity (19). On the other hand, an Australian group has

recently published data indicating that, in three affected patients of
two 9p-linking hereditary melanoma kindreds, the ÃŸtranscript was

underexpressed in lymphoblastoid cells relative to the a transcript
issued from the same alÃele(18). Although this observation suggests
a possible role of pl9ARI in melanoma predisposition, it does not

provide any clue to a possible contribution of the protein in the tumor
susceptibility process. Finally, the recent finding that pl9ARH and

MDM2 contract a physical association that blocks MDM2-induced
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ABSENCE OF HUMAN pl9ARf PROTEIN IN SCLC

p53 degradation and transcriptional silencing adds to the complexity
of the cell cycle regulation by the pl6INK-'"lP19AKF locus (22, 23).

Transformation of lung epithelial cells involves inactivation of
several tumor suppressor genes, p53, Rb, and plo'"^" being the most

frequent targets (24). We have previously reported the inactivation of
pl6INK4a with loss of protein expression in 49% of the biopsy samples

of a panel of lung tumors (25). Inactivation was shown to occur
through homozygous deletion (48%), hypermethylation of the CpG
island encompassing exon la (33%), and exon 1 and 2 mutations
(14%). Here, using an IHC approach, we have examined the expres
sion of the hpl9ARt protein in a variety of human lung cancers,

including 101 NSCLC and 100 NE lung tumors. Our data clearly
indicate that small cell tumors are frequently characterized by com
plete absence ofhpl9ARh protein, whereas it is normally present in the

nucleus of epithelial cells surrounding the tumor cells. This result is
consistent with a role of hpl9ARH in lung tumors with NE features.

Moreover, the frequently observed uncoupling between the ÃŸtran
script and the hpl9ARF protein suggests a novel mechanism of inac

tivation at the translational level.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue Samples. Tissue samples were taken at surgical resection of lung
tumors or node mÃ©tastasesat mediastinoscopy. They were immediately frozen
and kept at â€”¿�80Â°Cuntil use. They consisted of 49 squamous carcinomas: 35

adenocarcinomas; 17 basaloid carcinomas, as described recently (26); 15 TCs:
7 atypical carcinoids: 26 LCNECs, as described by Travis el al. (27); and 52
SCLCs.

Anti-pl9ARF Antibodies. Antibodies to hp!9AKI were recovered from
rabbits inoculated with a recombinant GST-hpl9ARF protein (see Ref. 28 for

full details). Briefly, several procedures were used to assess the specificity of
the antibodies: the in vitro translation product from a full-length hpl9ARI'

cDNA was efficiently immunoprecipitated by antibodies as a band running at
the expected size. This band was completely abolished by an excess of
GST-hpl9ARH but not by GST protein alone. In addition, the immune serum

detected a protein with the expected si/.e in HeLa cells transfected by a vector
with a hpl9ARF insert in-frame with hemagglutinin. In contrast, the immune

serum did not immunoprecipitate this material from cells extracts of Reh cells
that have a homologous deletion of the Â¡>I6locus. Finally, no cross-reaction
was noted between anti-pi 61NK4"and anti-hpl9ARF antibodies. In immunoflu-

orescence assays, the antibodies gave a nuclear micropunctuated pattern that
excluded nucleoli (28).

Immunohistochemistry. Primary polyclonal antibody to hpl9ARF and
pl6iNK4a antjh0(jÂ¡es(C2Q; Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Santa Cruz, CA) were

applied on a frozen section at I:2(XM)and 1:750 dilutions, respectively, over
night at 4Â°C.Slides were then washed in PBS and exposed to the secondary
antibody consisting of antirabbit biotinylated donkey F(ab')2 antirabbit (I:

1()(K);The Jackson Laboratory. West Grove. PA) for l h at room temperature.
They were then washed in PBS and incubated with the streptavidin-biotin-

peroxidase complex (1:4(X) dilution: DAKO) for l h at room temperature. The
chromogenic substrate of peroxidase was a solution of 0.059}- 3.3-diaminoben-

zidine tetrahydrochloride. 0.03% H,O2. and 10 mM imidazole in 0.05 M Tris
buffer (pH 7.6). The slides were counterstained with Harris' hematoxylin.

Normal rabbit IgG at the same concentration as the primary antibodies served
as negative controls. Immunostaining was interpreted independently by two
different observers who were blinded to genetic abnormalities. Arbitrarily,
tumor samples exhibiting at least 20% of definitely positively stained nuclei
were considered to be positive for hpl9ARH expression. As for pl6[NK4a. a

threshold value of 10% positively stained tumor cells was considered to be
positive, in accordance to our previous report (25). Only nuclear staining was
considered to assess immunoreactivity. Cytoplasmic staining was never con
sidered in the assessment of pl6'NK4a or hpl9ARF expression. It was observed

in addition to nuclear staining in a subset of squamous carcinoma and adeno-

carcinoma.
RT-PCR Analysis of the ÃŸTranscript of the pl6'*K4alpW' Gene.

RT-PCR was performed only on NE tumors in which a minimal percentage of

stromal cells (<10%) was present in the tumor samples examined and in which

necrosis was minimal. Total RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (Life
Technologies. Inc.) according to the manufacturer's protocol. One Â¿igof total

RNA was subjected to RT using oligo(dT) primer and avian myeloblastosis
virus polymerase (Promega) in a 50-fil reaction volume for 60 min at 37Â°C.

One \i\ of the RT reaction product was then amplified by PCR using the
forward primer for exon l ÃŸand the reverse primer lor exon 2 of the /Â»/rt'^**1/
/Â¡/'/y'1"' gene, yielding a 188-bp fragment that was run on a 2% agarose gel

and visualized by ethidium bromide staining. Primer sequences were as fol
lows: forward primer (sense). 5'-TACTGAGGAGCCAGCGTCTA-3': and
reverse primer (antisense). 5'-AGCACCACCAGCGTGTC-3'. PCR was per

formed for 35 cycles using the follow ing conditions: 95Â°Cfor 1 min; 60Â°Cfor
1 min: and 72Â°Cfor 15 s. As a control, a 200-bp fragment of human ÃŸ-actin

was amplified as described previously (29). All reactions were repeated at least
once.PCR-SSCP of Exons IÃŸand 2 of the pl6"ili*'lhpl9*1"'' Gene. Amplifi

cation of exon IÃŸor 2 of the/>/6'AA'M//>/9'w" gene was carried out in a I0-/xl

reaction volume using 100 ng ot genomic DNA. Primers and PCR conditions
for exon 2 were as described previously (25). For exon IÃŸanalysis. PCR was
carried out for 30 cycles at 95Â°Cfor 30 s, 50Â°Cfor 30 s. and 72Â°Cfor 30 s each
using the primers ÃŸl(sense: 5'-AGTCTGCAGTTAAGG-3') and ÃŸ2(anti-
sense: 5'-GGCTAGAGACGAATTATCTGT-3'. Following amplification, the

PCR products were diluted 2:1 in a denaturing loading buffer (95% formamide.
10 IHMNaOH. and 0.1% xylene cyanol) and resolved at room temperature in
a 8% polyacrylamide gel containing 0.5x Tris-borate EDTA and 5% and l()'/r

glycerol for analysis of exons IÃŸand 2 analysis, respectively.
Those cases displaying a mobility shift were sequenced by using the

Sequenase kit (United States Biochemical).

RESULTS

IHC Analysis of the hpl9ARK Protein in Normal Lung Struc

tures and I,HUHCancer. In normal lung that was systematically
present in the vicinity of the tumors, as well as in normal lung tissue
serving as an external control, hpl9ARI immunostaining was found to

be exclusively nuclear. All epithelial cells of bronchi, bronchioli, and
alveoli, as well as endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and smooth muscle
cells, appeared to be stained. Lymphoid cells identified on the slides
were only weakly stained or negative and served as negative control
(Fig. 1).

As compared with normal lung structures and stromal cells, a loss
of hpl9ARI' nuclear immunostaining was observed in 25 of 101

NSCLCs (Table 1 and Fig. 1). No significant difference in the distri
bution was observed between the different histolÃ³gica! subclasses of
tumors.

The overall frequency of loss of hpl9ARI protein expression was

significantly higher in NE lung tumors (55 of 100, 55%) than in
NSCLC (25 of 101, 25%; P < 0.0001). especially in high-grade NE

tumors (51 of 78, 65%; P < 0.0001; Table 1 and Fig. 1). With respect
to each NE tumor subtype. hpl9ARF loss of immunoreactivity oc

curred in 1 of 15 (6%) TCs, 3 of 7 (43%) atypical carcinoids, 13 of 26
(50%) LCNECs, and 38 of 52 (73%) SCLCs. Therefore, the frequency
of loss of the protein expression increased significantly from TC to
LCNEC (P < 0.0001) and to the high-grade NE tumors (LCNECs and
SCLCs; P = 0.0001).

Western blot analysis of the hpl9ARI product was also per

formed on 17 tumor samples. The results were consistent with
those of immunohistochemistry. with the hpl9AR1 protein being

detected in all cases displaying a positive IHC status and never
being detected in cases with negative IHC status, except in one
case (data not shown).

Analysis of hpl9ARI' mRNA Expression. An analysis of the
hpl9ARI mRNA (ÃŸtranscript) expression was carried out by
RT-PCR in NE tumors that had hpl9ARF-negative IHC status.

Because it was anticipated that the presence of nonneoplastic cells
would generate problems of false positives, only those tumors
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ABSENCE OF HUMAN pl9ARF PROTEIN IN SCLC
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Fig. 1. Immunoslaining of lung cancer tissue on frozen sections with anti-hpl9ARh polyclonal antibody (immunoperoxidase staining; X200). A. squamous cell carcinoma showing

intense nuclear staining. Note the nuclear staining of endothelial cells and fibroblasts in the stroma and that of type II hyperplastic pneumonocyles entrapped within the tumor bulk
(arrow). B. adenocarcinoma of the hronchioloalveolar lype with intensely stained nuclei and faint cytoplasmic staining that was not considered as specific. C negative staining in a
case of SCLC with positive endothelial cells (arrow). D, positive staining in another case of SCLC with positive slromal cells (arrow). E, negative staining in a LCNEC with positive
cells in the stroma. F. normal lung with intense nuclear staining of alveolar epithelial cells and endothelial cells.

containing >90% tumoral cells were analyzed. With these restric
tive conditions, the expression of the ÃŸtranscript could be studied
in 17 cases containing 90-95% tumoral cells. hpl9ARF mRNA was

detected in 16 of these 17 NE lung tumors, with variation in the
levels of the PCR product (Fig. 2). In 14 cases, a high level of PCR
product was found, whereas 2 cases expressed a lower level of the
ÃŸtranscript.

To address the possibility of detection of hpl9AKH mRNA ex

pressed by the small contingent of contaminating stromal cells, we
tested our PCR conditions by mixing different proportions of cells

from lines expressing or not expressing the ÃŸtranscript (SAOS 2 and
H322 respectively). Because our conditions detected a PCR product
only in those samples containing at least 15% pl9ARH mRNA-ex-

pressing cells, we were confident that our results with tumors were
reliable.

As a whole, these results indicate an uncoupling between hpl9ARF

mRNA and protein expression in a large proportion of tumors with a
negative hpl9ARH immunostaining.

RT-PCR was not performed on NSCLCs, which are known to be

highly contaminated with stromal cells.
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Table 1

ABSENCE- OF HUMAN p!9ARF PROTEIN IN SCLC

expression in lung cancer by immunohistochemistrv: correlation with p53 im

No. ofpl9-positiveHistological

classSquamous

carcinomaAdenocarcinomaBasaloid

carcinomaTotal
NSCLCTCAtypical

carcinoidLCNEC

SCLCTotal
NE carcinomaTotal

no. ofcases493517III!15726-1

78Â«52
J100Total

no. of pl9-negative cases(%)9

(18)10
(28)6

(35)25
(25)1
(6)3

(43)13
(50) I

51 (65)
38 (73)J55

(55)casp53+"281495100!]"10No.

ofpl9-negalivees
casesp53-1211225144I]"35p53

+55*6*1601"131

20J32P53-450912â€¢1,18J23PNS0.025NS

Â°p53-K positive immunostaining reflecting a mutated p53 protein: p53-, negative immunoslaining reflecting a wild-type p53 protein; NS. nonsignificant.
h Three adenocarcinomas and one basaloid carcinoma displayed a clonal heterogeneity.
' Numbers to the right of brackets represent totals.

Mutation Analysis of Exons IÃŸand 2 of the pI6'NK4 Locus.

SSCP analysis was performed on the 45 NE tumors studied for
hpl9ARF mRNA expression. Mutations were never observed in exon

IÃŸ.Abnormal mobility patterns reflecting mutations in exon 2 were
detected in two cases. In the first case, an Ala-to-Thr change was

found at position 148. This common polymorphism, which has been
reported previously in several tumors (30), does not affect the
hpl9ARF protein. As for the second case, DNA sequencing revealed a

missense mutation resulting in a Pro-to-Leu change at codon 114 for
the p 16" protein and in a silent mutation for hpl9 protein.
This mutation was not found in normal lung tissue of this patient, thus
excluding a polymorphism in this case.

SSCP was also performed in 8 of 25 non-NE tumors with hpl9ARF-

negative IHC status. No mutation was found in either exons 1/3 or 2
of these DNA samples.

3456

P16ÃŸ

ÃŸ-Actin

Fig. 2. Expression analysis of the ÃŸ(hpl9ARP) transcript by RT-PCR. Representative
results of some cases analyzed are shown. hpl9ARF mRNA was expressed at a high level

in tumors 1. 3. and 5 (Lanes 1. 3, and 5, respectively) and at a lower level in tumors 2 and
6 (Lanes 2 and 6). No hpl9ARF PCR product was detectable in tumor 4. A 200-bp

fragment of human /3-actin was amplified as a control.

Comparison of hpl9AR|1 and pl6INK4a Expression in Lung

Carcinoma. Results of p!6INK4a immunostaining performed previ

ously in part of the same series of tumor samples used here (25),
extended here to all tumor samples, have been presented again (Table
2) to allow comparison between the expressions of both proteins.
There was no inverse or direct correlation linking pl6INK4a and
hpl9ARH expression in any histolÃ³gica! tumor class. However, we
noticed that the dominant phenotype of NSCLC was hpl9ARF+/
pl6INK4â€”(45 of 101), whereas the dominant phenotype of high-grade
NE tumors (SCLCs and LCNECs) was hp!9ARF-/pl6INK4+ (44 of

78; P < 0.0001).
Relationship between pRB Status and hpl9ARF and pl6INK4"

IHC Data. As previously shown, there was an inverse relationship
between pl61NK4a and pRB status in this series of NSCLC and NE

tumors (Table 3).
Although most NSCLCs expressed both pRB and hpl9ARF, a direct

correlation could not be statistically assessed. In contrast, a direct
relationship between pRB protein and hpl9ARF protein was observed
in high-grade NE tumors that were dominantly pRB-/hpl9ARFâ€”

(P = 0.0026).
Relationship between hpl9ARI' and p53 Expression in Lung

Carcinoma. The results of hpl9ARHimmunostaining were compared

to those of p53 immunostaining carried out on a previous series of
tumor samples (31) and, here, extended to all tumor samples (Table
1). Although 60 of 101 (60%) NSCLCs had inactivated either
hpl9ARF or p53 (as indicated by p53-positive immunoreactivity), no
significant correlation was found between hpl9ARF and p53 expres

sion in NSCLC. However, inactivation of both genes seemed to be a
relative frequent event in high-grade NE tumors (P = 0.025) because

31 of 78 (40%) of these tumors displayed a loss of expression of both
p53 and hpl9ARF.

Table 2 Comparison of pI6INK4a and hpI9*RF expression in lung carcinoma

Histological class

No. of pl9-positive cases"

Total no. of cases pl6+ pl6-

"pl9 and pl6 status were analyzed using immunohislochemistry.
\~ test. NS, nonsignificant.

' Numbers to the right of brackets represent totals.

3929

No. of pl9-negalive cases"

pl6+ pl6-

SquamouscarcinomaAdenocarcinomaBasaloid

carcinomaTotal
NSCLCTCAtypical

carcinoidLCNEC

SCLCTotal
NE carcinoma49351710115726-1

78'

52J1001415736143,01
2313
J40261044001'}5242812'I4435 J477641701*}8NSNSNSNSNSNSNS

NSNSNS
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ABSENCE OF HUMAN p!9ARI PROTEIN IN SCLC

Table 3 pRB slums versus hpl</*Kt and pl6WK'1" status

No. of pRB-
positivecases"Hislological

classSquamous

carcinomaAdcnocarcinomaBasaloid

carcinomaTolal
NSCLCTCAtypical

carcinoidLCNEC

SCLCTotal
NE carcinomaTolal

no. ofcases49351710115726

1

52J100pl6+15147361558"|4J32pl6-3315755005

"1T

J7No.

of pRB-

negalivecasespl6

+152g00i>55pl6-P0112

0.01402]4

0.00116No.

of pRB-
positivecasespl9+402310731439

1

3J29pl9-27312011"11J16No.

of pRB-
negaiivecasespl9+73313|24

~|

3J10P19-021301J]-45/>NS*(I.(X)26

" pRH. pi4', and plft status were analy/ed using immunohisiochernistry.
' NS. nonsignificant.

' Numbers tu the right of brackets represent totals.

DISCUSSION

We have investigated the hpl9ARI" protein expression in a large

series of human lung tumors and analyzed its IHC status in relation to
those of pin1***4", Rh, and p53 genes. Our data show, for the first
time, that hpl9AKl is likely to be involved in a tumorigenic process in

humans because we have found that the protein is lost in a large
proportion of high-grade NE lung tumors.

Because of its capacity to stop cell growth in G,-S and G2-M,
Â¡>19*HIhas been proposed as a tumor suppressor gene (5, 7). This

proposal has recently been strikingly reinforced by the finding that
mice lacking p!9ARI but expressing functional pl6INK4a develop
tumors early in life (20) and that pl9ARh interacts with MDM2 and

blocks MDM2-induced p53 rapid proteolysis (22, 23). Our IHC data
also argue in favor of pl9*KI' as a bona fide tumor suppressor gene.

The fact that most low-grade TCs retained hpl9ARl expression,
whereas loss of hpl9ARI" immunoreactivity was found in 43% of NE

tumors of intermediate grade (atypical carcinoids) and sharply in
creased in frequency with the aggressiveness of the tumors (up to 73%
of SCLCs), is consistent with a major role of hp!9ARI in the genesis

and progression of the high-grade NE lung tumors.
To get clues on the mechanism of action of hp 19ARI. mutations and

mRNA expression were analyzed. As reported previously by others
(21), we did not detect any mutation in exon IÃŸ.Besides a common
polymorphism, a missense mutation in exon 2 of pl6INK4a was found
in one case that expressed pl6INK4'' protein but not hpl9ARI~. This

substitution, which was initially reported in a melanoma cell line (10)
and further identified as a functionally compromised mutant alÃelefor
pl6INK4" (32), was silent in the hpl9ARF protein context. We then
looked for hpl9ARI mRNA expression in some of those tumors with
hpl9AR1-negative immunostaining and found that the majority of
them expressed the hpl9ARI transcript. An evident bias could be

generated by the presence of some ÃŸtranscript issued from normal
stromal cells that contaminate the tumor. This possibility was unlikely
because all cases analyzed for their ÃŸtranscript content had been
selected for their high proportion of tumor cells (>90%). Further
more, serial dilution experiments in which cell lines expressing or not
expressing the ÃŸtranscript were mixed confirmed that the detection of
a hpl9AR1 PCR product required >10% of cells expressing the ÃŸ
transcript as template in our working conditions (see "Results"). This

apparent uncoupling between the expression of hpl9ARh RNA and

protein is reminiscent of previous data on hemopoietic human cell
lines and suggests that disruption of a translational mechanism might
be involved in the inactivation of hpl9ARh (28). Apparent absence of

a ÃŸtranscript was detected in one case in which homozygous deletion
or promoter methylation was not detected (data not shown).

I has been proposed as a tumor suppressor gene that arrests

the cell cycle in a p53-dependent manner (20). We did not find any
correlation between hpl9AR1 and pRB or pl6INK4a expression in lung

tumors as a whole, indicating that, as in the murine model, the
regulation of hpl9ARh does not appear to be connected to that of pRB
in man. However, we noticed that NSCLC preferentially lost pl6INK4a

expression, whereas high-grade NE tumors predominantly inactivated
hpl9ARI. which reinforces the notion that different tumorigenic path

ways may exist between these two major classes of lung tumors.
Specific problems arose with a small subset of NSCLC. which

appeared to be comprised of one (or several) minor clones of 10-20%
tumor cells that had retained both pl6INK4'' and pl9AR1"and a majority

of tumor cells that were homozygously deleted for the two genes.
Because these latter cells most likely corresponded to those that were
found negative for pl6INK4a and pl9ARl expression, these results

make clear the necessity of taking into account this clonal heteroge
neity when interpreting IHC results. (Note that for this particular
subset of NSCLC. the cutoff was raised to 30% positive tumor nuclei.
Because this situation did not occur in NE tumors, the usual cutoff of
20% was maintained in these latter tumors.)

Recent data have suggested that pl9ARI functions mechanistically to
prevent MDM2's neutralization of p53 by binding MDM2 and prevent

ing its degradation-inducing effects on p53 (22, 23). Thus, in the murine
model, pl9ARF acts upstream of p53 and its inhibition impairs the

p53-dependent pathway by releasing the MDM2 function. In this respect.
p53 and pl9ARI appeared to be impaired in a mutually exclusive fashion

Ip53 degradationÂ¡

MDM2 I ^==^ p53

Fig. 3. A simplified model of the dual function fulfilled hy MDM2 in l\vo different cell
eyele regulatory pathways. /. MDM2 controls the stability of p53 by a binding/unbinding
process. pl9ARt interacts with p53 through its binding with MDM2 (22. 23). //, MDM2
and hpll)AR1' interact and negatively control the cell cycle independently of p53. The

possibility thai other partners are involved is indicated. t2Fl and pRU have been indicated
as potential partners because they have been reported to functionally interact with MOM2
(37. 38Â».
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in mice (2Ãœ).Because the IHC status of p53 had been previously exam
ined in our series of lung tumors and was highly correlated with sequence
analysis (33), we tested the possibility of an inverse correlation between
p53 and hpl9Akt in humans. Although statistically not significant, a
tendency to inactivate pl9ARI" and p53 in opposite ways was detected in

NSCLC. If confirmed, this result would be consistent with a cell cycle
control pathway involving hpl9AKI, MDM2, and p53, as proposed

recently (22. 23). Nevertheless, the very high frequencies of p53 muta
tions reported in SCLC and LCNEC (70-100%: Rets. 34 and 35), along
with the high incidence of hpl9AKh inhibition, also suggest another

scenario in which cell growth arrest would lie induced by interaction of
hpl9AKI with MDM2 in a p53-independent signaling pathway. This

proposal is supported by a receÃ±Ãstudy showing that MDM2 can inhibit
the cell cycle independently of p53 (36). According to this scheme.
MDM2 would be pivotal in the regulation of a dual circuit: one that
controls the stability and transcriptional level of p53 and the activity of
downstream genes (p21kl''' and Rb), and another that involves a direct
interaction of MDM2 with hpl9AKI' (Fig. 3). A major prediction of this

two-pathway model is that it does not require mutual exclusion of two
partners belonging to each pathway. The fact that 40% of high-grade NE
lung tumors in the present study have coinactivated p53 and hpl9AKI

suggests that alterations of the two genes may confer an additive effect on
cell growth and could, therefore, be linked to the existence of this
hypothetical dual circuit. In any case, the recent data concerning the
interaction of MDM2 with hpl9 XRhand its cell cycle-inhibitory function

point to the examination of the status of MDM2 in human tumors.
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